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Preface

This thesis is the result of my attempt to create a useful computer

code for the Simulation Branch of the Technology Division, Air Force

Weapons Laboratory. While the theory on which this code is based is not

new, I found very little in the way of published results of calculations

like those performed here. Consequently, I ended up doing much more

application of theory than critical evaluation of results, either mine

or others'. There is something lacking in theory which remains untested,

so hopefully more careful evaluation of these calculations can come at a

later date.

In the meantime, 1 would like to thank all of the people in the Sim-

ulation Branch with whom I had contact during my very enjoyable stay there.

Particularly, I am indebted to the individuals I worked most closely with:

Tom McCann, Bill Baker, and Pete Turchi. Also, I want to thank Steve

Patterson for his numerous critical inquiries and Cliff Rhoades for his

time when time was growing short.

R. W. Boyd
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Notation

A . . . .. . . surface area of the plasma, in m2 .

A(z,q,p)... spontaneous radiative transition probability for the tran-
sition I(z,q) + I(z,p), in sec-1 .

t(z,p) . . . . recombination coefficient for recombination of I(z+l,g)
to I(z,p),, in sec- 1 .

Eý . ..... total thermal energy of the electrons, i.e., Ee= 3NeTe,
in eV. 2

E..... total thermal energy of the ions, i.e., Ei=_.Z3jT1  in eV,
2

Epot . . . .. total potential energy of the ions, in eV.

.......... energy of radiation, i.e., Er= hv where v is the frequency
of the radiation, in eV.

I(z,p). . . . idn or atom of charge z in state p (g for ground state).

N(zp). . . . total number of I(z,p) in the plasma.

n(z,p). . . . number density of I(z,p), in cm-3.

le- .. number of free electrons in the plasma.

ne . .... . number density of free electrons, in cm- 3 .

Ni .. . . .. number of atoms and ions, i.e., Ni= IN(z,p).
z

ni . . . . .. ..  number density of atoms and ions, in cm- 3 .

Prad . .. total power radiated by the plasma, in eV
sec

S(z,p) .... collisional ionization coefficient for ioni-.ation of I(z,p)
to 1(z+1,g), in sec-1.

Te .. ... electron ktnetic temperature, in eV.

Ti .......... ion kinetic temperature, in eV.

V ...... volume of ý he plasma, in cr13 .

X(z,p,q)... coeffidient for excitl.or of I(z,-) to L(z,q), in sec- 1 .

Y(z,q,p). . . coefficient for d-exciratlir4 f l(z,q) to I(z,p), in sec-1.

X(z,p). . . . ionization pot...ntial of I(z,p), in eV.

vi
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Abstract

TORCH, a computer code which calculates the spect:rum arising from the

radiation of a metallic plasma, is described. The population of each ionic

species is determined from a time-dependent corona model which includes

three-body recombination. Both time-resolved and time-integrated spectra

are obtained, showing the contributions from bremsstrahlung, recombination

radiation, and line radiation. Ion and electron temperatures are allowed

to differ, with radiative losses causing continuous electron cooling.

Energy may be added to the electrons and/or ions at arbitrary rates, for

arbitrary times, and TORCH will compute the temperatures based on the rates

of radiation, ionization, and electron-ion energy exchange. Calculations

are included for aluminum plasmas with electron depsities of 1018 to 10 2 1/cm 3

and electron tei..peratures of 10 eV to several KeV. Also included are cal-

culations of radiation from a deuterium plasma with 5% aluminum impurities.
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THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF X RADIATION FROM

NON-EQUILIBRIUM ALUMINUM PLASMAS

I. Introduction

The calculation of the radiation emitted by a metallic plasma is a

very complex problem if handled in its entirety. The first part of :his

work is concerned primarily with identifying aspects of the problem which

can be eliminated without seriously hdj!"g the credibility of the results.

There are two fundamental assumptions which are made at the outset to limit

the scope of the problem. It is assumed that the plasma is optically thin

to its own radiatior., that is, all radiation originating within the plasma

escapes without further interaction with the plasma volume. Also, it is

assumed that the electrons and ions can be described by a Maxwellian veloc-

ity distri.bution function at all times. There are many other assumptions

which must be made, the validity and applicability of which are examined

in some detail in what follows.

This model. is fairly easily applied to any metal, and aluminum is used

here because of the availability of atomic data as well as interest in

this specific metallic plasma. The model has been programmed into a code

called TORCH which computes the ionic species populations, species energies,

and the radiation spectrum.

i
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II. The Atomic Model

In order to calculate the radiation emitted by a metallic plasma, one

must determine which ionic species are present and in what proportions.

This, in turn, specifies the number of electrons present, both of which

are import, it inputs to the calculation of the overall distribution of

energy aLwng the plasma particles. This energy distribution is, of course,

needed to determine the kinetic temperatures of the particles which, when

combined with all of the other data, enable one to calculate the radiation

emitted by the plasma. Finally, the radiative power loss is a major factor

affecting the overall plasma energy distribution.

Populations of Ionic Species

The first step necessary in specifying the ionic species populations

is to select the atomic processes that are likely to be important in the

ionization and recombination of the various ions. The model implied by

these processes may then be used to predict which ions are being produced,

which are being lost, and at what rate this is occuring. From such a model,

and sufficient initial conditions, the population of each species can be

calculated at future times by simply integrating the rate equations of

the model.

Atomic Processes Considered. There are some atomic processes which

are probably not important in any plasma of interest in the produ'ction of

radiation. For example, collisional ionization cross sections depend on

the velocity, as opposed to the energy, of the colliding particle. For

a plasma in which ion and electron energies are similar, ionization by ion

collision is generally negligible in comparison with ionization by electron

collision. Also, there are processes which are not allowed under the

2
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assumption of optical thinness. These include photoionization and stim-

ulated emission, both of which could greatly affect the microscopic nature

of an optically thick plasma. Finally, there are processes which may or

may not be important in a given plasma, depending on the range of number

density and temperature that is considered.

Plasmas of interest in the present work typically have electron tem-

peratures of from 100 eV to 2000 eV and electron densities of about 1021

/cm 3 . For high-Z plasmas in these ranges, there are two main questions

to be answered in developing a suitable model. One is that of the rel-

ative importance of collisional and radiative processes in the recombi-

nation; the other concerns the handling of ions in excited states.

Collisional recombination, in which an ion combines with two electrons

(the second electron being necessary for energy and momentum conservation),

is represented by:

e + e + I(z,g) + I(z-l,p) + e (1)

and is clearly proportional to N. Radiative recombination (in which a

photon is L itted to conserve momentum and energy), however, is proportional

to N
e

+ I(z,g) - I(z-l,p) + photon (2)

Because of the extra pocir of Ne in the rate of the collisional process,

the radiative process only ber.omes important at low electron densities.

Bates, Kingston, and McWhirter have shown, however, that even at the high

electron densities of Lnterest here, radiative recombination is important

due to the temperatures and high-Z materials considered (Ref 3). Their

criteria will be presented in Section V, but the result is that, while

3
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radiative recombination is probably dominant, 'three-body recombination is

important also. For this reason, both processes are considered in the

present model.

The effect of the above is that processes (1) and (2) combine to give

a total recombination coefficient &(z,p), in sec-1, uch that:

SNeN(z+l,g)ac(z, p) sec-1 (3)

is the number of recombinations occuring per second from I(z+l,g) to

I(z'p).

The ionization process included'in the model is collisional ionization:

e + I(z,p) - I(z+l,g) + e + e (4)

with ionization coefficient S(zp), in sec-1, such that:

NeN(z,p)S(z,p) sec- 1  (5)

is the number of ionizations occuring per second from I(z,p) to I(z+l,g).

Treatment of Excited States in Ions. In general, the population of

an excited state of an ion is determined by the piocesses:of collisional

excitation and spontaneous radiative decay, as well as collisional deexci-

tation. That is:

e + I(z,g) + + I(zp) + e (6)

and

I(z,p) -÷ I(zg) + photon (7)

Process (6) has rate coefficients X(z,g,p) and Y(z,p,g) for the forward

and reverse reactions, respectively, and process (7) has transition

4



prpbability'A(z,p,g), with all three coefficients in units of pec-1. These

three processes lead to a very complicated model if many excited states are

considered for each ion. For the present work, one excited state is allowed

for each ion (with certain exceptions discussed in Section III), but even'

this doubles the number of equations necessary to describe the ionization

and excitation state of the'plasma.

Fortunately, considerable simplification of the atomic model can be

achieved if the following statements are true about these excited states:

(1) Spontaneous radiative decay is a much more important

process than collisional deexcitation.

(25 Compared with the ground state, only negligible numbers

of ions are in their excited states.

(3) The time to establish excited-level populations is

much shorter than the intrinsic relaxation time for the

plabma to approach steady state.

The validity of the first statement is determined by straightforward

evaluation of the rates of the two processes. In general, the radiative

process is important at low electron densities'; the collisional process

being dominant for high densities. McWhirter (Ref 10) gives an analytic

expression for determining the minimum density necessary to insure that

collisional deexcitation dominates. This will be presented in Section V

and will show, as will other data discussed there, that statement (1) is

true for the most important transitions considered in this work.

The second statement is really only true for those levels which have

excitation energies much greater than the mean thermal energy of the plasma.

Thus, it is probably valid for the high energy (>I KeV,) transitions but not

for the low energy transitions. in Section V, it will be argued that the

5
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effect of assuming statement (2) to be true for all excited states most

likely does not detract from the calculations made here. By assuming the

excited-level populations are small, however, one can ignore processes

involving these excited states, such as ionization and recombination from

and to excited states, as well as transit'_.-:,ns that do not involve the

ground state.

Statement (3) leads to the greatest simplification of all. If it is

also true, then one need never be concerned with the actual populations of

excited states. The effect of the third statement is that at any time the

rate at which an excited level is being populated is exactly balanced by

the rate at which it is being depleted. This will be the case regardless

of the actual population of the state, but if this population is small,

the rate of population of excited level I(zp) is given by:

Ne N(zg)X(zgp) sec-1 (8)

where N(zg) may be taken to be the sum of all ions of charge z. The

validity of the third statement is addressed by McWhirter (Ref 10), as

will be shown in Section V.

Rate Equations. Based on the preceding remarks, it is only necessary

to calculate the total number of each ionic species as a function of time.

Since all ions are considered to be in their ground states, the only pro-

cesses included are collirional ionization from the ground state, three-

body recombination to the ground state, and radiative recombination to the

ground state. The rate of change of N(zg) is then given by:

ýN(zg) = Ne{N(z-1,2)S(z-lg) + N(z+lg)a(z+lg)}
dt

NeN(zg){S(zg) + a(zg)} (9)

6
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For aluminum, which has atomic number 13, there are fourteen of these

equations to be solved simultaneously. Together with them the energy and

radiation equations developed below must be solved.

Radiation Equations

There are two reasons for considering radiation in the model. The

first is to predict the spectrum being emitted by the plasma, which is the

main goal of this work. The second reason is the importance of the total

radiative power loss, particularly its effect on the plasma temperature.

The total power being radiated can be easily obtained by integrating over

the spectrum, so it is the spectrum which the model must supply, not simply

the total radiative loss.

The radiation calculations performed here consider only atomic processes,

that is, those due to transitions involving bound or free states of ions or

atoms. Nonatomic mechanisms, such as cyclotron or synchrotron radiation,

are not treated by the model. All of these radiative processes are discussed

in detail in the literature so will only be described in brief here (Ref 5,

14,15 for example).

Bremsstrahlung. Bremsstrahlung is the radiation which sometimes occurs

with the scattering of a free electron by a heavy charge center, typically

an ion. Stratton (Ref 15:388) gives the intensity of bremsstrahlung per

cubic centimeter per second, in a unit frequency interval, due to ni ions/

cm3 of effective charge Zi in a plasma with electron temperature Te, in eV,

as:
dPff
-•d l.7xlO-4 0neniZivxH/Te gffexp[-hv/Te] mer

dv capmn (10)

where Xli is the hydrogen ionization potential and gff is the free-free

7
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Gaunt factor representing the departure of the quantum-mechanical calcula-

tion from the classical result (the handling of Gaunt factors is discussed

in Section IV).

Converting this to intensity in watts per unit energy range of radia-

tion, and summing over all ionic species, gives:

dPff
dE 4.11x1O 3 3V NeXjegffexp[-Er/Te]
dE

r • IN( ,g)z 2  watt (11)
z eV

where V is the volume of the plasma in cubic centimeters.

Recombination Radiation. Recombination radiation is the radia-ion that

sometimes accompanies the capture of a free electron into a bound state of

an ion. The radiation due to recombination to I(z,g) is mf energy Er = Ee

+ X(z,g), where Ee is the kinetic energy of the electron b_,fore capture and

X(z,g) is the ionization potential of I(z,g). This radiation is continuous

above X(z,g) and clearly must be zero below X(z,g). Stratton (Ref 15:388)

gives the intensity of radiation per cubic centimeter per second, in a unit

frequency interval, due to recombination into shell n of a hydrogenlike ion

of charge z as:

dPb fd_ -4.7xl0-0nen(z+l,g)V{{x,/Te13 (X(z,g)/X11)2
dv

"4n gbfexp[{x(zg)-hv-/Te] 
erg (12)

n cEmT

where n is the number of places in shell n which can be occupied by the

captured electron and gbf is the bound-free Gaunt factor. Of course, this

expression only applies for frequencies greater than X(z,g)!h. It is assumed

here, and generally elsewhere, that this expression is reasonably valid for

other than hydrogenlike ions, although the cross sections are not well known.

8
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Again, conversion to intensity in watts per unit energy range of radia-

tion and summing over all ions yields:

dPff 4"ll×I0 3 3 V Nef{X /Te}J gbf H[X(zg)-Er]

dE r •n (z)r IN(z+l,g)(xn(&g). 
-- exp[tX(z,g)-Er} /e] watt (13)

z n(z) eV

where:

0 for d > 0
H(d) = {

1 for d < 0

Line Radiation. The calculation of line radiation involves consider-

ation of the intensities of the lines on the one hand and of spectral line

shapes on the other. Calculation of the former follows in a very straight-

forward manner from the model for excitation described above. The broaden-

ing of a spectral line, however, is a very complicated function of the inter-

action of the radiating atom or ion with its environment. The main need

for detailed line broadening calculations is not in predicting spectra,

however, but in analyzing experimentally obtained spectra to determine

particle densities and temperatures. Consequently, only limited line

broadening calculations are performed in this work.

Under the assumptions discussed above, the rate at which transitions

occur from ions in excited state I(z,p) to their ground state I(z,g) is

equal to the rate at which transitions are occuring in the opposite direc-

tion. This rate is given by Eq. (8) which, when multiplied by the energy

of the transition, gives the total rate at which energy is being radiated

by this transition. The power radiated in the line is then:

NeN(z,g)X(z,g,p)[X(z,g) - X(z,p)] eV (14)
sec

9
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and is, of course, all radiated at the energy of the transition if there

is no line broadening. In nearly all plasmas, however, there is consid-

erable line broadening, the two major causes of which are the Doppler effect

and the interatomic Stark effect. This broadening does not change the total

power radiated by a given transition, but only causes the radiation to be

emitted over a range of frequencies.

Doppler broadening results from the random motions of the radiating

particles toward or away from the observer. The randomness of the particle

motions leads to a Gaussian line shape which Wiese (Ref 16:268) gives as:

dPl P
1  exp[-{(X - X0)/D 12) watt (15)

D (15dX VffAXD A

where P is the total power radiated by the line, X0 is the unshifted wave-

length, and AXD is the Doppler width, given by:

XD = (v/c)X*° (16)

where:

v = VrTi7m (17)

is the most probable velocity of the radiating ions. Here, R is the gas

constant, m the atomic weight, and Ti the ion temperature. Converting

Eq. (15) to intensity in watts per unit energy range of radiation gives:

dP 1  6.996xlO3P t

___ exp[-{l.24xO4(i/Er - I/Eo)/AX watt (18)
dEr E2 AXD eVr r D

where EO is the unshifted energy of the radiation, that is, the energy of

the transition.

10
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Unlike Doppler broadening, Stark broadening requires detailed analysis

of the interaction of the radiating ion with the other particles in the
plasma. While this effect is probably large for the densities of interest

here, there is no suitable theory wbich can be readily applied to all tran-

sitions in all ions. It is worth mentioning, however, that Baranger (Ref 2)

gives a detailed discussion of the theory involved in Stark broadening and

Wiese (Ref 16) concerns himself mainly with the use of available data.

Calculations have been made for a number of transitions (Ref 5:445-529),

but tabulated data are generally only available for neutral and sincly-

ionized species which are unimportant here. The exclusion of any Stark

broadening from these calculations affects the line shapes, but, as men-

tioned above, the energy radiated in the lines is generally not changed.

The radiation equations presented above can now be used to calculate

the total intensity resulting from the three processes considered. By

calculating this intensity for a range of radiation energies, the spectrum

is produced from which the total radiative energy loss may be obtained by

integration. The next step, then, is to examine the effect of this energy

loss on the plasma.

Distribution of Energy

One requirement of a theoretical model for a plasma is that it not only

conserve the internal energy of the plasma, but that it describe how that

energy is distributed among the various energy modes throughout the plasma.

The present model assumes the plasma energy to exist in the following

forms: potential energy of the ions, thermal energy of the ions, ard

thermal energy of the electrons.

Ionization, Excitation, and Radiation. The potential energy of the

11
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ions refers to the total ionization energy of the plasma, that is, the

amount of energy that has been used in removing the free electrons. This

is given in terms of the ground state ionizaticn potentials by:

z-1
E = 0 N(z,g)Ix(J,g) (19)
pot z J=I

Since it is assumed that the populations of excited states are small,energy.

which has been used in populating these states is not accounted for.

However, the radiation that results from excitation and subsequent radia-

tive decay must certainly be removed from the plasma, so the model sub-

tracts it from the thermal energy of the electrons, since it is primarily

the free electrons which give up energy in the exciting collisions.

Electron-Ion Energy Exchange. The thermal energies of the ions and

electrons are given by the ideal gas law as:

Ei = I NiTi (20)
2

and

Ee =3- NeTe (21)
2

respectively. In the model, it is the energies which are integrated In

time, so Eqs. (20) and (21) are actually useu in the reverse sense to cal-

culate the temperatures at specific times. Since the ior -ntial energy

can be readily calculated from the species population- 9), it is

only iecessary to have expressions for the derivativ, ion and

electron thermal energies.

The rat. at which the ions and electrons are exchanging thermal energy

may be or cten as:

12



dE~
di = 3 (Te - Ti)v e (22)
dt 2

r
where vej is the total electron-ion energy exchange rate and is developed

below.

Now, since Ni is constant in time by the requirement of mass conser-

vation, from Eq. (20) one can write:

dE~ 1 3 dT,
. =3- Ni _(23)

dt 2 dt

From the Fokker-Planck equation, Spitzer (Ref 14:135) derives:

dTi Te - Ti (24)

dt t
eq

where teq is the temperature equipartition time, due to electron-ion col-

lisions.' Eq. (23) thus becomes:

dE 3  Te 3 i
- Ni (25)

dt 2 teq

with

t 5.87 AeAi /{T/A + Ti/Ai}3  (26)
S~niZ2• InAi

where, here only, Te and Ti are in OK. Folding the Ni in Eq. (25) into

teq, summing over all ionic species, and converting Te and Ti to eV, gives:

IN2 (z,g)z 2 lnAz
e Z (27)

= 1.08xlO5 vrTe/Ae + Ti/Ai} 3

where in all of these equations, the A's are the atomic weights. Spitzer

(Ref 14:127) also gives the following expression for A :

13
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Az V 3 vk 3T 3/iTn min(l, V'4.2x10S7T l (28)
2ze 3  e e

with e=4.803xl0- 1 0e.s.u., k=l.38x10- 1 6erg/*K, and where Te is again in *K.

Removing the constants and allowing for the temperature in eV yields:

l*54x10OlT/Az e /ne • min[l, V36.2/T ] (29)

This completes the description of the variables used in Eq. (22).

For the saMe reason as was given for line radiation, the loss due to

Bremsstrahlung may be considered to remove energy from the electrons only.

Recombination radiation, however, removes energy from both the electrons

and the potential energy of the ions. Therefore, in the absence of any

external processes adding energy to the system,

dEi
d--(Ee+Epot) = - Prad - (30)
dt dt

dEi
where Prad is the total radiative power loss and - is given by Eq.(22).

dt
Rewriting this as:

dee dEi dEpotS -Prad -- (31)

dt dt dt

and noting that, by Eq. (19):

dEp0t .z-1ddN(z,g) X(j,g (32)

dt dt j=l

the derivative of the electron thermal energy is easily evaluated.

In summary, the species rate equations and energy equations described

above constitute a self-consistent model fo- following in time the variables

that define the radiation from a metallic plasma. Of course, the simul-

taneous solution of these equations requires a considerable amount of

I
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information which has not yet bee:n diszusscd. In particular, one must

have some fundamental atomic data about the particular metallic plasma

of interest. Also, the various rate ccf;f.iic'citE,. must be available,

preferably through analytic formulae. In thc next sections, the.e :opics

will be presented and adjustments will be made :n the model to account

for some special cases.

15
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III. Corona Model Applied to Aluminum

The equations developed in the previous section to describe the rate

of ionization are generally known as the corona model equations. The

only important difference is the inclusion of three-body recombination

in this work. The difference is a minor one, both in the mechanics of

adding it to the model and in the change it makes in the results. Cer-

tainly, one could proceed from here to apply this model to a specific

problem and material without making any changes. Kolb and McWhirter,

though, point out the necessity of 4andling meta,1table states and low-

lying states in some ions a bit more carefully than they would be treated

in the normal corona model (Ref 7). The only ions requiring modified

treatment here are the heliumlike Al XII ion and the Lithiumlike Al XI

ion. All other ions are described by the equations developed in the

previous section.

Heliumlike Al XII

For the heliumlike Al XII ion (z11l), a more complete model is used

to describe the ionization and radiation processes, The reason for this

is the existence o the 23S metastable level. Since this level can not

radiatively decay to the ground level very rapidly, a significant popu-

lation could be produced. It might be mentioned that this does not seem

to happen, however. For the combinations of parameters considered in this

work, only about 1% (and at most 10%) of the Al XII ions are inl the meta-

stable state.

Since the corona model ignores several processes on the assumption of

small excited-level populations, it is necessary to consider some of these

16
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for the Al XII ion. They are illus- O. O nmE ME

trated schematically in Fig. 1 and uMS ,LWD LEVELS

are numbered there according to the

following scheme:

(1) Collisional ionization from 1 2

the ground level. METASUBLE

(2) Collisional-radiative recom-

bination to the ground level. LEVEL

(3) Collisional excitation from
Fig. 1. Schematic representation

the ground level to the 2 1P excited, of the collisional and radiative
processes included in the ioni-

level. zation and radiation models for
the Al XII ion (From Ref 7:522).

(4) Radiative decay of the 2 1P level.

(5) Radiative decay of the 23S metastable level via the 23p level.

(6) Collisional excitation of the 23S level.

(7) Collisional deexcitation of the 23S level.

(8) Collisional ionization of the 23S level.

(9) Collisional-radiative recombination to the 23S level.

(10) Collisional excitation of the 23 p level from the 23S metastable

level.

(11) Radiative decay of the 23P level to the 23S level.

To account for these processes, the population of the metastable 2 3S level

is explicitly calculated in time, just as the ground states of other ions

are. The 21P level is handled the same as excited levels in other ions,

that is, under the assumption of small level population. Lastly, the 2 3p

level is assumed to have approximately the same population as the 23 S level.

The rate equations which result from the inclusion of the above are

given here for the ground state, I(ll,g), and the metastable state, I(ll,m).

17
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They are:

dN(11,g)
dt = N(lO,g)NeS(lO, g)
dt

- N(llg)Ne[S(1l,g)+X(ll,g ,m)+c(ll,g)]

+ N(ll,m)[A(ll,2 3 p,g)+NeY(ll,mg)

+ N(12,g)N a(12,g) (33)
e

and

dN(I1,m)
N(12,g)Ne a(12,m)

dt

+ N(ll,g)NeX(ll,g,m)

SN(ll,m)[A(l1,2 P,g)+Ne{Y(1l,m,g)+S(li,m)1}] (34)

Because the metastable state is considered to be interacting with the

ground state of the Al XIII ion (z=12), the rate equation for that ion

must also be changed from that given by Eq. (9). The equation then

becomes:

dN(12,g)
-= N(ll,g)Ne S(ll,g)

dt

4 N(ll,m)NeS(ll,m)

e
- N(12,g)N e[S(12,g)+a(12,g)+ta(12,m) ]

+ N(1 3 ,g)Ne c(13,g) (35)

"he singling out of the heliumlike ic'n for more detailed treatment is

possibly of questionable value. Increasing the accuracy of an isolated

segment of a model seldom leads to the same increase in the accuracy

18
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of the entire model. In this instance, however, it happens that this

particular ion is nearly always the most'highly populated ion in calcu-

lations for plasmas of interest in X ray production. Because of this

fact, the more sophisticated model appears to be justified.

Lithiumlike Al XI

In the lithiumlike Al XI ion '(z=10), the 2P level has an excitation

potential ,of only 22.3 eV above the 2S ground level. This is much lower

than the ionization potential of this species which is 2085.5 eV.' Because

this first-excited level is so low lying, 'the Al XI ion is likely to be a

very efficient radiator. Also, step-wise excitation, in which an ion

undergoes another exciting collision before radiatively decaying, is rel-

atively more important here than in other ionic species. To account for

some of these processes, the model is modified somewhat, although notably

less than for the Al XII ion.

Because the radiative lifetimc of the 2P state is short, it is assumed

that thepopulation of the 2P iv-. is given by the steady-state value.

T1,is ii defined by the processes which affect this level.' They are:

e + I(10,g) ÷ ÷ I(10,2P) + e (36)

and

I(10,2P) 1 !(l0,g) + photon (37)

The rate equation for the population of the 2P level is then:

dNCI0,2P)
dt Ne[N (10,g) X(lO,g, 2P)-N(10,,2P)Y (i0,2P,g) ]

dc

- N(10,2P)A(10,2P,g) (38)
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For the steady-state value, the left side of Eq. (38) is zero and:

N(10,2P) YeX(lO9g,2e)

(39)
N(10,g) NeY(10, 2 P,g) + A(10,2P,g)

is the ratio of the 2P excited level population to the ground level

population.

For purposes of solving the ionization rate equations, it is assumed

that all of the ions are in the ground state. The error introduced by

this should be negligible because of the small excitation potential, even

if the 2P level is fairly highly populated. Only in calculating the line

radiation from tae ion is it necessary to separate the population of the

2P state from that of the ground state.

The Al XI ion is considered to have five energy levels (four excited

levels and the ground level) which give rise to the emission of four

spectral lines. The transitions included in the model are listed in

Appendix A, along with the remainder of the atomic data used bel i for

aluminum.

20
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IV. TORCH: A Time-Dependent Corona Model Computer Code

In this section, the nethod used to apply the model discussed above

is presented. The computer code resulting from this work has been des-

ignated TORCH and is listed in Appendix B. Although the model must ob-

viously be used as a whole, it is convenient to separate the integration

of the rate equations from the consideration of the energy equations.

Integration of the Rate Equations

The integration of the rate equations is certainly a very straight-

forward process. The equations are coupled through the ionic species

populations, but there are very adequate standard programs available to

handle this. Some attention must be given to the conservation of heavy

particles (ions and atoms) as well as the calculation of the number of

electrons, but these are at most minor problems. The major difficulty

arises in choosing the atomic rate coefficients.

Rate Coefficients. The rate coefficients used here are those used

by Kolb and McWhirter (Ref 7:524). The exact choice of which coefficients

to use is made somewhat arbitrarily due to the lack of any good comparison

between experiment and theory in this area. Throughout the literature,

Seaton's (Ref 13:374) ionization and excitation cross sections are gener-

ally accepted, and are the basis of the coefficients used here. All of

these coefficients have reportedly been adjusted to give the best agreement

with measured data or other theoretical calculations. The uncertainties

in these expressions will be discussed in Section V.

The ionization coefficient is the result of integrating the expression

given by Seaton for the excitation cross L-ction of an ion, over a Maxwel-

lian electron velocity distribution. The analytical expression this gives
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is the following:

S(zp) = 1.64xi0-6 exp[-x(z,p)/Tel sec- (40)x(z'p) v/e

This equation neglects the detailed behavior of the ionization cross sec-

tion near the threshold, so the dependence on the temperature is probably

not very accurate.

The formula used for the recombination coefficient includes the con-

tributions of both radiative and three-body recombination. The radiative

portion is due to Seaton and the three-body coefficient is that used by

Bristow, et al. (Ref 4). The total'coefficient used here is:

,,(z,p) 5.'2xl0-14 z 'R [.429+.5knR+.469/rR]
V

+14×10- 3 N I~R 2

+ e exp[R] sec- 1  (41)
V z6

where

R - X(z-l,p)/Te (42)

This expression was obtained specifically for recombination of an electron

with an ion to form a hydrogenlike ion, but is used here for all ions as

is generally done elsewhere. The first term is the coefficient for radiative

recombination and the second is the collisional term.

The same expression which was used to give the ionization coefficient

has been used to derive a value for the excitation coefficient. If f(z,g,p)

is the absorption oscillator strength of the transition, the excitation

coefficient is:

X(z,g,p) = 6.0xlO- 6 f(z,g,p) exp[_Xe(z,g,p)/Te] sec-1  (43)
Xe(Z ,g,p)
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where

Xe(z,g,P) = X(z,g) - X(z,p) (44)

is the excitation potential of level p above the ground level.

The deexcitation coefficient is obtained by the principle of detailed

balance of inverse processes and is:

Y(z,p,g) = w(g) X(z,g,p) exp[ Xe(z,g,p)/Te] sec- 1  (45)
(hi(p)

where the w's are the statistical weights of the levels.

For those lines which did not have transition probabilities available

in the literature, the following formula was used (Ref 7:525):

A(z,p,g) = .43×i08•?p---) f(z,g,p)x4(z,g,p) sec-1  (46)
w (g)e

This completes the coefficients required to integrate the ionization

equations.

Conservation of Ions. If the coefficients were all perfect, or their

errors were properly correlated, the number of heavy particles would be

constant in the absence of any external effect acting on the plasma to

change this number. Because of the cumulative nature of this lack of

particle conservation, substantial numbers of ions can be created or

destroyed simply due to error in the coefficients. TORCH prevents this

as follows. If the rate equations are written as:

dN(z,g)
= IB(z,J)N(j,g) (47)

dt j

then the total number of ions, JN(z,g), will remain constant if it is
z

required that JB(zj) = 0 for all j. TORCH does this by defining the
z
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diagonal of the B matrix by:

B(j,j) = -jB(k,j) for all j (48)
k~j

If the ions are conserved in this manner, a consistent number of

electrons may be :alculated simply as:

Ne jN(z,g)z (49)
z

DFEQ: A Differential Equation Solver. To integrate the ionization

equations, as well as the necessary energy equations, a subroutine called

DFEQ was obtained from the Computer Science Center at Wright-Patterson

AFB, Ohio. The routine was written by P.J. N'kolai and has two entry

points, SET and STEP. SET is called once with the initial conditions,

in order to define various control variables and begin t1he integration.

STEP is then called each time another step is to be integrated. STEP

integrates three steps using a classical Runge-Kutta method. For the

initial value problem:

dy = f(x,y) with Y(x 0 ) = Y0  (50)

dx

the method gives:

y(x+h) = y(x) + h [kI + 2k 2 + 2k3 + k4] (51)

where

kI = f[ x , y(x) ]
h h

k2 = f[ x + , y(x) + ] (52
(52)

k3 = f[ x + h y(x) + h
f •+ , y~)~ 2

ki, = f[ x' It, y(x) + hk 3
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The fifth and succeeding points are determined by a four point Adams-

Bashforth - Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector method. The predicted

value is given by:

y (4h) = y(3h) + h- (55L 3 59Y +37 Zo (53)2 xdx 2h dx h YI

and the corrected value by:

YC(4h) = y(3h) + h- (9hý +19dy 3h- dx h (54)

24 dx1h d 3 L 1h yIh

The variable step size is then adjusted depending on the relative error,

ERR, which is determined by:

ERR = max (Iyci(x) - ypi(x)I/14 max[XSIG,yci(x)]) (55)
i

where XSIG is some specified fraction of the total number of particles.

The effect of this parameter is to ignore the error introduced in species

with very small populations. In a typical calculation, Ni is about 1017

and XSIG is set at 102. Running the same problem with XSIG set to unity

(as in the original DFEQ) makes no noticeable difference in the populations

of the more highly populated ions, but significantly reduces the run time.

Another modification is made to DFEQ to help maintain physical reality

and also to decrease the numerical noise. This change prohibits the ionic

species populations from being negative. Again, the overall effect is not

detrimental to the results for the more populous species, but does help

to avoid large oscillckions about zero in the populations of the ions which

are not very highly populated. Besides the species equations, DFEQ is used

to integrate the electron and ion thermal energies as described above.

Also, the power radiated in each energy range of interest is integrated

in time to give the total energy radiated in that range.
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Energy Equations

The radiation and temperature equations have all been presented above.

TORCH goes a bit beyond these equations in some cases, either for the sake

of speed, accuracy, or experiment. An example of the latter is in the use

of Gaunt factors to make classical radiation calculations agree with *the

quantum-mechanical results.

Radiation Calculations. Karzas and Latter (Ref 6) give a great deal

of graphical and tabular data for free-free and bound.-free Gaunt factors.

Some of this data has been put into more useable form for inclusion in

TORCH. The graphical data for temperature-averaged free-free Gaunt factors

are given in Appendix C in a form suitable for use with a two-dimensional

table look-up routine. Also in Appendix C are the results of integrating

the bound-free Gaunt factors over a Maxwellian electron energy distribution,

to give averaged factors for recombination into any of the first four

shells. These results are also suitable for use with a table look-up

routine. In general, the free-free Gaunt factors exhibit a greater range

of values than do the bound-free Gaunt factors. The use of the free-free

Gaunt factors, however, made no detectable difference in the overall re-

sults. Consequently, bound-free Gaunt factors were simply set equal to

unity for all calculations.

In an attempt to approximate the effect of optical thickness on the

radiation, the spectrum is at all energies limited to that of a blackbody

with the same temperature and surface area as the plasma. At every radi-

ation energy, the computed intensity is compared to the intensity of a

blackbody which is given by Reif as (Ref 12:388):

dPbb tw3

= - (exp[hw/kT] - 1)- joule (56)
dw 4Tr 2 c 2  m
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Converting this to intensity in watts per unit energy range of radiation

gives:
SdPb 

2TrAE3

- (exp[E rT] -/ )-i watt (57)

'dE c2h 3  eV
r

where A is the surface area of the plasma n tr. If the radiation inten-

sity exceeds this blackbody limit, the intensity is equated to that of

the blackbodyI and TORCH proceeds to calculate the radiation at the next

energy.

ft should be stated that any time this procedure substantially changes

the radiation spectrum, a great deal of uncertainty is added to the results.

Indeed, such a situation probably indicates that the particular plasma under

consideration is not adequately described by the optically thin corona model.

As will be shown by the results obtained in Section VI, only under conditions

of high number density and relatively low temperature does this occur. For

higher-temperature plasmas, even though the density may be very high, the

assumption of optical thinness appears to be justified by the results

obtained.

After the spectrum is developed by adding the intensities due to line

radiation, recombination radiation, and bremsstrahlung, it is necessary

to obtain the total power loss by integrating across the spectrum. TORCH

does a very simple trapezoidal rule integration. To save time, however,

'the radiation energies at the high end of the spectrum (>3KeV) are spaced

very far apart since there is usually little radiation at these energies.

This creates problems in integrating past the last energy with nonzero

intensity. Consequently, the assumption is made that since there are no

lines present at these energies, the continuum radiation is given by:
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dP

-- = I~exp[ - (E r-E 0 )/Te] watt (58)
dEr eV

where I* is the last nonzero intensity and occurs at energy E*. The total

power radiated at energies greater than E0 is then given by

P = f Ioexp[ - (Er-E 0 )/Te]dEr watt (59)
E0

which results in

P = lOT watt (60)e

TORCH simply stops the numerical integration with E0 and adds the factor

l°Te to complete the total radiative power loss.

Finally, TORCH computes, and continually updates, the time integrated

spectrum. At each time, the time resolved spectrum is multiplied by the

time step length, thus assuming the spectrum to be constant over a step

length. This is certainly a crude approximation, but the time steps are

usually very short and, more importantly, this spectrum is only used for

graphical display where the resolution is probably more limiting than the

error introduced here.

Temperature Calculations. In order to increase the utility of the code,

TORCH has the capability of adding energy to the electrons, ions, or both

at arbitrary power levels for arbitrary times. It is accomplished by simply

changing Eq. (22) to read:

dEi 3
- - (TeTi)Vei Pi (61)
dt 2

where Pi .s power input to the ions irom an external source, in eV/sec.

Equation (31) must be similarly modified so that:
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dE ~dEid

- e Prad - - P - po + P (62)
-dr d dt e

where Pe is analogous to Pi.

A feature added to TORCH to speed up the code is the capability to

change to a one-temperature mcdel under some circumstances. If the two

temperatures satisfy the condition:

ITe - Tij < .01 min[Te,Ti,100] (63)

and there are nc external energy sources, it is assumed that the temper-

atures ace equal and no net flow of energy is occuring between the electrons

and the Aons. Under these conditions, it is reasonable to expect that the

electron and ion temperatures are changing at the same rate. Thus, there

are two equations to be satisfied:

dTe dTi
(64)

dt dt

and

d(E e+E if-E po)
_d(Ee+Ei__pt ) - Prad (65)

dt

Upon substituting for the temperatures in Eq. (64), one finds:

dEi Ni dEe NiEe dNe
- - _ - - _ _ (66)
dt Ne dt N2  dt

e e

Equation (65) then becomes:

dEe Ne NiEe dNe lEpot

- =ae ( - ) a (67)
dt Ni+Ne N2  dt dt
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and these two equations are the ones used in TORCH under the conditions

specified. Once again, this feature does not alter the results appreci-

ably, but does allow DFEQ to take larger time steps, thus shortening the

run time.

Finally, it might be pointed out that nowhere in TORCH is the total

plasma energy explicitly conserved. The reason for this is that it was

discovered that such a constraint tends to introduce numerical noise into

the results. The approach used in TORCH is to integrate the total energy

in time and compare it to the sum of its parts throughout the run. The

difference between the two has nevet been within ten orders of magnitude

of the total energy, so obviously, energy conservation is handled by the

code implicitly to an adequate degree.
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V. Validity Requirements

A very important aspect of this work is the ability to quantitatively

discuss criteria which must be met in order to be within the area where

reasonable results may be expected. The limits of this area arise pri-

marily from two sources. The first of these is the set of processes which

constitute the corona model as discussed in Section II. The second is the

computer code TORCH, in that the rate coefficients used can only be expected

to give good results within certain temperature ranges.

Requirements of the Corona Model.

The question of radiative versus three-body recombination is not too

important here since both processes have been included in the model. Bates,

Kingston, and McWhirter (Ref 3:307-310) have performed ex-ensive calcula-

tions of the recombination coefficient for the formation hydrogenlike

ions. The results are in terms of their reduced values of r, e electron

temperature and number density, defined as:

0 E Te/Z 2  OK and = n e/Z 7  cm- 3  (68)

By comparing their collisional-radiative recombination coefficient (their

table 6.A) for different values of n with the value for the limit as n

approaches zero, a pattern is observed. As 0 increases, n must be ever

larger to cause the same percentage increase in the recombination coef-

ficient over the value as n approaches zero. This illustrates that higher

electron densities are needed to cause significant three-body recombination

at higher temperatures. Picking the value cf n at which the coefic4ent

has increased by about 20%, the following expression fits the points
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reasonably well.

S1 0 2Xog 2 (20/i03] (69)

For z 13 at 1 KeV (1L' .(10, X), this says that the maximum ne to cause

less than a 20% contriL'ution fro; the collisional process is about 1.2x10 2 2

cm-3.

It is more instructive, however, to look at the populatihn levels

predicted by the steady-state corona model equations:

N(z,g)/N(z+l,g) = a(z+i,g)/S(z,g) (70)

Figure 2 shows the populations, normalized to unity, versus the total

plasma energy per ion. The inclusion of three-body recombination makes

almost no difference for temperatures above about 100 eV, but the same'

is not true for lower temperatures.

McWhirter (Ref 10:,205-206) gives a criterion for determining how low

the electron density can be before radiative decay will cause 10% of the

transitions of an excited state to the ground state. Changing his expression

to give the reverse information results in:

ne < 1.6x10 1 0 v'Te X(z,p,g) cm- 3  (71)

If this is satisfied, less than 10% of the transitions will be due to

collisional deexcitation. This must be evaluated for every transition

under consideration to determine whether or not radiative decay does

indeed dominate. For example, with ne = 10 2 1cm- 3 and Te = lKeV, only

transitions with excitation energies below about 1.2 KeV will have more

than 10% of the transitions be collisional.
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By looking at the coefficients used in TORCH, for almost all conditions

of interest the transitions above 1 KeV are dominated by radiative decay.

This being the case, neglecting collisional deexcitation can only make the

results pessimistic as far as X ray production is concerned. By neglecting

the collisional process, the low energy lines will have their intensities

overestimated, thus leading to a colder plasma with less X radiation.

The assumption that ions are mainly found in the ground state is admit-

tedly bad. However, the same comments as were made for the previous question

apply here also. That is, as long as the excitation potential is somewhat

greater than the mean thermal energy of the plasma, the assumption is good.

For the lower-energy transitions, this is severely violated, but the result

should be a tendency to overestimate low-energy radiation and consequently

underestimate the X radiation.

This, of course, does depend on the premise that the excited levels

attain steady-state populations in times much shorter than other times of

interest in the plasma. McWhirter (Ref 10:216) concludes that tie atomic

relaxation time for a ccrona model plasma is given, to an order of magni-

tude, by:

T 10 1 2 /ne sec (72)

By comparing this with the inverse of the spontaneous radiative transition

probabilities, one finds that even for ne as great as 10 2 1 cm- 3 , only a

very few transitions have lifetimes within an order of magnitude of T.

Even the low energy transitions have lifetimes which are in the range

of <10-10 sec.
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Requirements of TORCH

For all of the atomic coefficients presented in Section IV, the

accepted range of validity is about .1 <{Te /x}< 10. While this appears

to be somewhat restrictive for aluminum, for example, which has ionization

coefficients from about 6 eV to 2.3 KeV, it actually is not. If some ions

have populations five or ten orders of magnitude below the total number

density, it does not matter if the rate coefficients are not valid for

those ions at that particular moment.

For the more highly populated ions,{Tel'}Z .5, almost always. Even

allowing for the time-dependence of the ionization, the temperature require-

ments should generally be met. In any event, it is doubtful how accurate

the coefficients are - even in the specified range. Both the ionization

and deexcitation coefficients are claimed to agree with the Coulomb-Born

approximation to within a factor of three to ten. The recombination

coefficient is probably good to within 50% for hydrogenlike ions, but

a factor of five is probably the best that can be expected in using it

for other ions.
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VI. Results

There are three different problems to which TORCH has already been

applied. All are experiments oriented toward the production of soft X rays

from metallic plasmas, but they differ in the manm. .trsough -hih-en e.. , -- --

is deposited in the plasma. While it is not the purpose of this work to

analyze the experiments, brief descriptions of their natures are included

here. Although no detailed attempt has yet been made to compare any of

these results with experimental data, in the SHIVA experiment the calcu-

lations have been used to guide the diagnosticians by providing them with

detailed expected radiation spectra. Because TORCH contains no hydrody-

namics, it was necessary to approximate the actual experimental plasmas

by using appropriate constant-volume configurations. This may well be

where the greatest uncertainty lies in these results, but since the cal-

culations only extend over times on the order of tens of nanoseconds, an

approximation of no hydrodynamic expansion may ba very reasonable.

SHIVA Project

The first problem examined was the SHIVA project. This is an exper-

iment in which a thin (=.5p), cylindrical, aluminum foil is used to join

two electrodes that are attached to a high-energy capacitor bank. When

the bank is discharged, the current flows longitudinally through the foil

cylinder creating azimuthal magnetic fields. The J x B force points ra-

dially inward, causing the cylinder to collapse. Hydrodynamic calculations

indicate that immediately before the plasma collides with itself, it has

250 KJ of kinetic energy and is at a temperature of 30 eV. TORCH computes

the steady-state species populations based on the 30 eV temperature and
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assumes that at the time of total collapse (t=0), all of the kinetic energy

is converted to ion thermal energy. This results in an ion temperature of

5.53 KeV while the electron temperature is still 30 eV.

-). -4.

The hydrodynamic calculations also indicate that the J x B force is

sufficient to yield a diameter of =1 cm for the cylindrical plasma which

has a length of 1 cm - the separation of the electrodes. Since Ni is

1.89x10 2 0 , ni becomes 2.4x10 2 0 cm- 3 . Table I gives a breakdown of the

radiation output, and Fig. 3 illustrates selected spectra computed by

TORCH as well as a temperature vs. time plot.

It is interesting to note the short time (=.l nsec) necessary for

the electron and ion temperatures to become equal in this instance. This

typifies many of the calculations made but not included here, although,

as expected, this time lengthens appreciably as the density is lowered.

A somewhat disturbing aspect of the results for this problem is the fact

that at later times, when the temperature has fallen to about 100 eV, the

spectrum is severely limited by the blackbody curve. This would seem to

indicate that the plasma is not optically thin under these conditions and

requires a more complete model to describe it properly.

Laser-Heating Experiment

The second problem illustrates the capability of heating the electrons

with some external source of power. A number of experiments are currently

underway to heat plasmas with medium-to-high-powered lasers. The config-

urations range from focusing the laser on a solid target, such as a metal

foil, to the heating of a plasma formed by some other means. While it is

beyond the scope of this work to discuss the details of the absorption

mechanisms, the nost commonly assumed one appears to be that of inverse
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bremsstrahlung. This being the case, and for 1.06 P light, an electron

density of about 10 2 1cm- 3 is desired to provide optimum absorption (Ref 8:4).

The problem begins with the temperatures at 10 eV and a spherical plasma

of radius 10- 2 cm. For ni equal to 10 2 0 cm- 3 , there are 4.19x101 4 total ions.

At time zero, TORCR begins inputting a square power pulse so that 50 joules

of energy are added to the electrons in 30 nanoseconds. After the pulse

has been applied for about 1 nsec., the temperature has increased to the

point (=500 eV) that the radiative power loss just balances the input power

so that the temperature remains constant. After 30 nsec., the pulse is

switched off. Table II presents the radiation output data and Fig. 4

contains some of the calculated spectra and a temperature plot.

There are a number of comments which can be made concerning this cal-

culation. First, there seems to be no problem with violating the optical

thinness assumption. The results, however, indicate extremely high effic-

iency of conversion of the laser energy to X rays. The optimism of these

results probably comes from two sources - the lack of accounting for the

energy required for hydrodynamic expansion and the assumption that all of

the incident energy is absorbed by the plasma.

Impurity Radiation

The importance of impurity radiation as a source of plasma cooling has

long been known to individuals engaged in controlled fusion research. This

effect likely occurs in nearly any laboratory plasma, although the results

may very often be unimportant. In the operation of the dense plasma focus,

researchers have had to account for the radiation due to impurities in the

plasma, particularly those resulting from degradation of the walls of the

device. More recently, metal targets have been used in attempts to enhance
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the radiation production from these machines. Although copper or tungsten

are commonly used, the same types of effects are to be expected as are ob-

tained in the aluminum calculations performed here. The parameters chosen

for the plasma are once again based on hydrodynamic considerations and seem

to be reasonably descriptive of what actually occurs.

The problem considers a spherical plasma of volume 10- 2 cm3 . There are

a total of 1017 ions, of which 5% are aluminum and the rest are deuterium.

Initially, the temperatures are both 100 eV, but'50 joules of energy are

added to the ions at time zero, raising the ion temperature to 2.18 Key.

It is assumed that the deuterium is always fully ionized which is certainly

very reasonable since the electron temperature is never lower than the in-

itial 100 eV. The main effect of the deuterium, then, is its contribution

to the bremsstrahlung, although it is also important in electron-ion energy

exchange.

Table III and Fig. 5 present the usual output data, and they indicate

that fairly high conversion efficiences might be obtained.
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Table I
SHIVA Radiation Output

Total input = 2.7x10 5 Joules

Spectral Output Output Output
Range (KeV) (Joules) as % of Input as % of Output

<.5 7.81x104  28.5 44.13
.5-1.0 7.15x104 26.1 40.45

1.0-1.4 6.20x10 3  2.26 3.5
1.4-1.8 7.00x103 2.56 3.96
-1.8 1.41x104  5.15 7.96

Total 7x104  64.57 100.00

Table II
Laser-Heating Radiation Output

Total input = 50 Joules

Spectral Output Output Output
Range (KeV)I (Joules) as % of Input as % of Output

<.5 11.68 23.36 23.4
.5-1.0 .42 .84 .85

1.0-1.4 .12 .24 .25
1.4-1.8 21.64 43.28 43.5
>1.8 15.93 31.96 32.

Total 49.97 99.58 100.00

Table III
Impurity Radiation Output

Total input = 57.6 Joules

Spectral Output Output Output
Range (KeV) (Joules) as % of Input as % of Output

<.5 11.34 19.73 41.3
.5-1.0 .07 .12 .27

1.0-1.4 .03 .05 .13
1.4-1.8 12.63 21.97 46.1
>1.8 3.35 5.84 12.2

Total 27.42 47.71 100.00
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VII. Conclusions and Recommendations

Their are very few definite conclusions which can be made at this

time. An obvious need exists for a code such as TORCH which can be used

to guide the experi,,tentalist toward the optimum parameters to use in the

laboratory. Hopefully, closer ties between the theorist and the experi-

mentalist can lead to significant advances in the field of X ray produc-

tion.

While there do not appear to be any major discrepancies in the results

of the corona model, in general, and TORCH, in particular, there is cer-

tainly a great deal of work which remains to be completed. There are two

main directions which can be taken. One is to stop building on TORCN and

attempt a detailed comparison of experimental and theoretical data. The

other is to continue modifying the code to eliminate some of the less

justifiable assumptions. The latter is probably preferable in the long

run, but will definitely require the coupling of TORCH to a new or exist-

ing hydrodynamics code in order to provide flexibility of application.

One of the first changes should be the replacement of the blackbody

radiation limit with a more realistic, albeit more complex, method of

accounting for optical thickness in the plasma. Also, improvement could

very well result from the addition of more excited states in the highly

charged ions as they are usually the most populated species. Stark broad-

ening may also be an interesting effect to include - particularly since a

significant amount of the radiated energy often results from the bound-

bound transitions that occur.
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Appendix A

Atomic Data

The transitions used are due to Allen and are the transitions from the

configuration that includes the ground level to the nearest configuration

of opposite parity that leads to single electron jump transitions without

change of multiplicity (Ref 1:50). The values for Aki and fik are from

Weise, et al. (Ref 17).

Table IV

Ion Transition Xi Xk Aki(x1)8fc-
(xl0 8sec~) ____

I 3p - 4s 5.984 2.984 1.47 .115
II 3s 2 -3s3p 18.82 11.82 14.6 1.84

III 3s - 3p 28.44 21.44 5.64 .875
iV 2p 6 -2p 5 3s 119.96 42.96 170. .2
V 2p -2s2p 6  153.77 109.77 320. .12

VI 2p 4 -2s2p 5  190.42 150.42 140. .21
VlI 2p 3 -2s2p 4  241.93 206.93 41. .24

VIII 2p 2 -2s2p 3  285.13 253.13 350. .11
IX 2p -2s2p 2  330.1 298.1 160. .2
X 2s -2s2p 398.5 361.5 57. .287

XI 2s - 2p 441.9 419.9 8.35 .116
2s - 3p 441.9 186.9 3140. .330
2p - 3s 419.9 189.9 1 ). .02
2p - 3d 419.9 184.9 96uu. .672

XII l1S-2 1P 2085.5 485.5 2.78xi05 .752
11S-23F 2085.5 505.5 96. 10-5
23 S-2 3 p 595.5 505.5 910. .1

XIII is - 2p 2299. 579. 2.1x106 .55
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Appendix B

Listing of TORCH

A listing of the computer code TORCH follows. The programis set up

to execute on the Air Force Weapons Laboratory CDC 660Vcomputer. The

only difficulties which might be encountered in running on another machine

should be the references to some of the library plot routines.,
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70is FFrcPAk rILCLL5vFS Tw~E FCLLCWINý' IN TT~c...
0 1 . 714r NLprrp Cc TCt.S PQýSEPIT IN: s~cI STACý Cc ICNI?AYICN AMD TI-E TOTAL v

4 UImER CF FLCCTqCN~z!
2. TI'F PfCIATICk rT'Vrý9 OcF F;~ SUCIF A rCNFICU',ATIcN CF ICNIC ýFFCIES
3. Tt'F EVVCRON APNO ION Tr~FEcAJI*;Sf

4v

f VOL=VCLLvr ^F PL4`A -r IK'CP'' l
* APEA =SUFC O0P~f :~R~rdi ~ O'

* PA;T=TO1.lL jL~r:,q OF IC,,.S AKC dTCIoc pe'ae
ALrpflC=F;ArTIoN CF IoNc WHICH Ac-E, ALL'l,.NUm

4 ANQ=KLwl0E; OF 4LL'I!'J' !CNc ANO ATCIS 4
*NOTE AN=- :A r AC ct1RT

N OTE -- TI-E tCN-iLUtWIkUtJ ICNS; 4P CCKýICE~l TC Er aELTEPILP

1 NITIAL rrCsITITl,.,z...
TTN=It-ITI!L TrmET5U~' USEP- TC CiLCULATE INITIAL ScECIES FCFULbTICNS

-_ IN rV
ENEPGICrK~crY Tr FE OrEr TC 1CN~ - IN~ CULEc

if ENVZGE~cN~rY TC cT A0OCEA TC ELECTzCt F -- IN IJCULES
4 NOTE -- E~PC! ANT' ;IEcOGF AR.E ACCEO AT TIME=G 9UT AFTEq CALCULATTNrG THE

* TN17IAL FSrCIES POPULATIONS

CCNTRrL VAQIPILEc .. .
I.; c'T~pFS rETWEEN rF.INTINr: PCINTS

NOFTEh=KU~f2' CF CaLLS TO SUýFOLTINE_ F RETWEEN PAOIATICN CILCULATICNS. 4

*F IS COLLrn Ab3CUT TWIrE pcq cT:F.
* Nr-T=NUM-CC or :'cINT TO IF. PFINT-r 4

4 W~CE -- (2*g rT~kPT)/?.OFTEN IS TI-C NLf'cE` OF PAfITtTOCN CILCULATICt'S
4FEFFOPýF'C Ti-F RATE IS InCUT ?I qArIAT!tN CALCULATICNS DEJ CcU MITNUTE. 4

4 NNz 1 ',[AKE PC>AC -IN It'IIIAL SPECIES PCPLL!ATTChlq v
1 PrANS STOP 41

2 P4FANc CALCULATE INITIAL SpEcIES PrFULATICNS 4

CCVP1CN /ctY/CCFF(15,9,iE:EN

COMf"OK/. P "3

COt1.Cý/rLkc ' (13,50)

COlV'CtN -L .I 1/,CCLIT, NCFTcN

CIPENSICK 17cL Lri),TI-L (42 ),XcL (4C(i

EOUTVALrKCF CL ),TC),PC±1
LCGTCAL -(7,[
EXTrPt-AL F
VOLr

PART=
* ALFPAC=

AN~?ALFchC40lqT
TIN=

FNrcGI=
Kr7~NT=
N') F E I:-
NPT=
NPLT=?'"
No=.^
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NP I'*I

CCC Nf)S0=.TFU=. 'rL'37 2YP-ASS OF ALL eACIATICN C'ALCULATICNS

?X OUNT=Ncr 17
IF(NCCP) rC TO Er
CALL FLC7C(..,'.,-,',7)
CALL FLrT:j'.,::,%L) CALCOPF

f I CON TIIo iI c
ENEFLCC1)=-..

e.000 ENE;LC(T4!)rE~CLC(T)+C!.*?l
FNPY~NFFLC(tNFLT)
PPINT 9 e\ '
PRINT 129ctfrLC

15L] Y(I)="

ENEFC29)A'zX(29)X(19)

I FORVATdI7)
TF(N.Lr.:) GP~ TO 1Z"
IF(KN6EC.1 CC Ic 7777
TE=TII

* Y(I4)l.+(12,)*ftLON1315)

Y(13)=".
V?) ES 1=2912

E9 RAT=I.+Y(ý')'AT

00 q6 I=2,!2
96 Y(I)=Y(T)4Y(I-'.)

Y(I(.) YCtW)Y (1?)
Y(I5)=Y(I.)'Y!(n.)

V0 TO 11,

REAC 7,Y,1ETIY
IICONTINUrE

rCT (i)=di (1,1)
TOTP(rT=

AN=AN4Y (J)

TOTPCl=TCPTfT+Y(J)*r0ý(J-1)

AN=AK/,Y (1)

CALL (LFrr (X,y,1c~)

CCC CALCULIT, c~eTCY/!CK TP: FV ..... MAcS TN KG

CCC Now GET rtr~cv ^F ICNe TV' EV
E NE R1: *= I rl 'j' T ,r rg i / A'ý:-
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CCC KFXT ... ELErT;'-P, rNrr~y
ENED=I .54r)*IITC+ENý;GE/1.ejE-19

CCC N~OW TCTftL EKFV"Y
ENER;C=ENE;I'ýNr7TCTFI'T

Y(lE)=E~rPc

9F9 CONTItUF
xc=X

8 FOqPAT(* FCT ... *,/,2(7rl5.!,))
PqIN' l2tFNLTN

FOINT0
flsIS:.F- 7

HnCE=.FALVr.
DX=I.E-15

flXtPINZI.eCO

TE'VAX=TF 0B.
TIP.AY=TI

TEFL C1)=Tc
TIFL(1)'Il
XPL Ci)=)
PRINT

3 FORFAT(*
CALL Sr' (t.,XYC ,Iý1J~^mYrMN

*FOINT 29ir:IT- lF(O:(I) ,I:2,E),'I
KK~1

20l0 COK7INUF
CO 211 I~I,xP0,:T
DXTE'F=Ex
CALL qTFF ( ,XY, ý ,fl, ,Cl1Ic

ENERF*Y(i!)

ENr~I=Y (22)
IF(X.LT.EXTruF ~kv~1

201 CONTINUr

~ rO TO 3ý:
IF(INOS') CC Tn 1111
PRIKT jj~v(ll) ,Yllrlj2v

11 F~q * *tl- C*. RCU'C clATE.. *EI.5* 2c,* *E15*9)

* ~~PRINT !r(7 '',(e),:%1
12 FORtAy'' r*C - C., Vj~**

4 t ,llLES. F'EFC*Y LCST ... -El:.3
14 JCULF~o L.S - 1.,' VcV... :i. JCULFS.*/*#1.-1.L KCV .'i.

* PRINT i2,cltzT
PRINT 12, (r-T(1 ,1-.111,L.2L)

FRECI=FcEr 1/bA
* FQEC=F~rC/A*:

* 14~ FO TA(*crý7-L= 401.44 JCLLt7 .S tI *E1II* JCULES4
1 /4 LK(LA~rn,%)= *c~r?*. FP-:rur-I)= +~~*3 rOEOc(-S) *Fll.ll
2 C(FNFCI)/Cl=~IZ

IPJ CONTII"U:E
KPAC.E=KK/P42
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2% CON T Ir tF

KK=KKGI
TEPL CVK) :F~

IFcTE*G7.7Fv6Xl TcItX=TE

vq9 CONTMPE

'8IF(ýCr(Kl(, I:C),rP,.r) Go To 401'
CC 7r~ 2,

IF(N.^cr) rC Tr' Pl145

CCC PLOT TIPr !:~c'ATPZ cPFCTRUM
XL2:1-'JP~rY IN Y211-V

UcL,:1HENirr.y

YLc~iCIJFAE l! ICh'
YL2=:,Jl!I JOLLEt/

0O 3ý4 I=1 ,~I

?rt4 CON 7 NOF

CALL GPTr'C( .4"y,'.,yX'-X,Y1'lJXTXi,Y~tY9%NO, '9, l,3,X12t,1!YL9,21,

I ALE,70 Y ,- . C*,IgýEtCLE, iTE:)
* YMAY=ALCG!'(A!(YT))

00 '^ý5 I=Il,:PLI

IFCL?(T).Li.Y2-- cL 7 (1)=Yc

CALL ~,PAXN
T1=EhEcLC ýrLT~jl CALCCVP
T2=cI~cILC (lPLT+'I) CALCOPF
XA)(=S. CALCOPC

ENEFC(~C~+fl~ *CALCCVF

ENEFLC(N;MLT2) zEh'"/XAY CALCOPP
CALL FLr T (Z.,.,?) CALCO'wF
CALL AYI'ZCL.,..x -2YX:,NFCNPT!,NPCýL+)n CALCOPF
YAX=7. CALCC'ýF
Yfl:=3./YAY CALCOPF
PLI CkrLT+ 1) ?YmfT CALCOfPP

PL! (KsLT#!) =Y CALCOýP
CALL LCC*.)CALCO#PP
CALL FlXFVF"(XAXYAY) CALCOVF
CALL CALCO"O
CALL PLC"(*C,' CALCCPF
CALL L' NL 1, CALCO'4
ENPFLC(KLT-l)=Tl CALC'PF
ENEPLCCf.rL 1+2) :-' CALCOpr
CALL FLC7W(i'r. * ,-?) CALCOt'F
rALL FLV1' *'r%,i'

CCC FLCT J1Pt. zrCLVLr Sz,(CTcluy
YwAY~e
CO ?'"2 lt.-L

"12Z C(NTh1TUr
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YLP~1:uxNTENSTTY 'YL2zi-I.1% WITT5'/E '7YL3=15d'v
CALL -I'C C Z"lr,-XV ,T ,YT,yfl,ýo., u, 1,ixtr,12,YL.J,ýl,

IF (FLZ (7) * T. #) cL.~C!) =Y'

CALL LlFTcrFCr NLTP~cNyj)e.J YPAXgyM1M)Tl1ENrrLCW-LiT~i!) 
CALCOPFT2=ENFrLC (t'rL '.8 
CALCOt.F

XAX--r.CAL COPFENEFLCCNFt.T.1)=ý* 
CALCOP~P

ENEFL~CL1:N"~'~y ALCOIPFCALL AXIS(U., ..gkl-2XYý, NC~LC(CNLT+1),EINEILC PFLT.2),') CALC!rPPYAX=7. 
ACmYD=8.IYRXCAL COPPL2(N'CLT#I)=Y'1!4' 

CALCOVP
PL2(NL'r4)=Y'CAL COPPCALL rLCT(t.,-.,:) 

CALCOPPCALL FIXF~lv(XA,YIYy) 
CALCropFCALL LA'VI C.., ** ,2ýyy~tgPT'YCCP 
CALCO,.'cCALL PLC'(t., .,') 
CALCOwPCALL LII~ rUNEPLCtcl -,NrLT,1, :,CLP) CALCO,-CENEcLC (?;:L 1 l) T 1 
CALCOtPP

ENEFLCKFl.T+2)='ýl 
CAL COPFCALL FLCT(ViY~c.1 01-3.) ro&ce CP' C4LCOIFPCALL CO1?

XtiTN=ý

XTPCTA~LCxk) /1%I
IF C17!vr.L1j.C 'T2-'c'=~1 X-

NFACT=5

IF(INXC!V.LF.2.) ý,ArT=4
NXOTV: (N ý11. NFlf'"r-,) P PACT

ALe:I'~4TKI7ITTAL

CCC FLOT Ic VS 71"E - LlfEr-LIV~NAP
*YL9=I"L~rTrCh 7 5YLZ2:-EMPF:;bTLFF CYL.-=lir IN E'y

lTEP'F:ALCS!'(T--~y

YMA~.y~v~ '.TT-vP
N'YCTrV2*t.yc1~,

*CALL (-RICC (YAytPCvKYcI~~gYII~Vl2YPr
IYL9,"6,5Lr,l ~L()()t~'CtL'
CALL LINFLI](XcI r'LK,-v,ytIN,YtIAXYt.N-)

)f~vrl.CAL COVPYAX=7. 
CALCCPCCALL cCtWLECFL,YAY,vI(,l) 
CALCOtcrALL SCtLIý(T'cL,YAX,Kv,l) 
CALCCýFCALL FIXc;:" CXAXYly 
CALCOo-cCALL tXIVc(., iyl-ryxý,P~Y1tc~e+). 
C&LCOVPCALL FLCC.,.?CLOC

CALL -X~' ,.Y%12C ,vAyva*, Y~c 1 (V,~TIcLCKx+28,:) rALCuc.'CALL FLCU(,., .,? 
CALCCPFrALL LlkCrW)L T-, Kl,,'v 
CALCOPFCALL FL~v4..,.-)CALCOPF

* CALL FL'flr ,

CCC FLnT TI V5 --v L~tr~rtLINr6F
YLO:1'e T rN T
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GEP/PH/7 2-iI' TE~lF=ALOClC lAY
NYOIV=TI'T (T~ux~l .*(-!Tr-1P) ) *
YMXfY[IIJV'j.*'TT-P0
NYi3IV=2fNY%~V
CALL r.OI~CC VlYIYt,'j'Y y VqnýOVNrV12fq
I YLF926,0LE~ 9 'TrCL '-) p-L.t^ 1L( 'vr-C~'
CALL LII'rL1 (X;t. ,TT;L ,KK, X~,411y9N,x,f~YMTK')
CALL SC!LcITTPL*YXKK,;) CALrotpCALL FI~r--(Xdy,v~v) 

CALCOPPCALL AYI , 1 1,AI XL(V1 xL('*' CALro~rrALL FLT 9-.,7 CALroocCALL tAYTS(-., .,YLlt, ,YA~tcZ.TIPL(YK+I, ,TYFLCKX,?, ,C) CALC0PFCAL*-Fr(~,.~ 
CALC0~frCALL LIE(LULK,,,~)CAL 

rcprCALL Fr V,-)CALropp
CALL FLCTC'GU , .

CCC CLOT T- 0C "tl I/S TI'Ar -- LOr-LIoqrft!
YLt3 V I:rII:ý: ATL. U YL2=.j'E IN E'
YM!TN=It.I

CALL I tAYYI
± YL1,1/,OLr,
YFX=AL'Gl(I~(A,ýYT))

00 44NA rrv ,cwS~~

444 TIC?(T)=At-ll;1TTcL(I),
CALL LN~
CALL LI"'L'TcYFL, :DK, ,'tyTN,YrA)X,vf.'p)
CALL LINcL' (YL,TTc,K,X-Xi,yi.!N,YIA,YIN)
I Eý 'z (K+II-Y-! 

CAL C0VTEF2 CKtý ') (Y 4P -'v'itn/YZ) CALC0tr

YIF? KK+~ z~c ?(K +!)CAL M '!:
CALL PiyrpL-m Y m CALrCtI;CALL A YXP 1'5. 1'F(k2 ..... 

CALr0ýPCiaLL 
CALCOt-PCALL L AY Ic E ,,LiA,~,:F(K±,~~K+,,LF) 
CALC0I1P

CALL FLCTU*.'-q 'F) CALCOutCALL LT~~L ~ !CaLCCPF
CALL FLCT(r.,'.7 

CALCOPP
CALL FL l X 9 s . CALCCC,
CALL F Tra
PRINT 7

44'5 C0NTI"uE
IF(KK*LT.NFr' rl TC 2'r
PRINT 5C, NcIK v

5 F0TI#(*j,4N-'T:,Ip, KV=4,1O)

PPINT
7 qA(c, 1.iH1rlc )

* PRINT 0
9 FCqtAT('P!4

PRINT 7,X,lr*Tr,v
So 'a r,

7777 IF(INCcVI ýTOF
CALL EXIT
STCF
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SujCI~i~TI F (N, Y,Y ,r'Vi

4 THIS SLrRCLT',t,: ':VALL't.TEF THr EE;VATTVrS (rF Tur icNir SrýCTFS (5AFTEq
*C4LLIf.r "t'NS) P' WELL V3 Tý- ýrPIYLTIVS OF TlI-E ICtN W'FGY ANE THE
* ELECTkC% Ehz.PCY. TwAF PACIATTCIý L~'ISS IS HcLfl CONSTANT rElhEEN TlteFS 05( IS*

CALLFC*

CCmfCN/L/~, , i'

CCPCN /flLV/.FLC'(14) ,Nz~qN2CTP~FC(A¾),vLT

CALL FLCtX,ý

ENVCTrY (10)

CALL t2'FNS bs
00 lp I:=4,1F
OY QI =

4.001 DYCI)=YUI)+CrE-PCIt,l)4'(J)/VCL

CCC FChiERF W, cC:-- ;E c'OVZ; !NFUTS 7C THE ELErTRCNS DI'C IW:%
FOWEOE=^
POWERI=E
IF(NCUV.T.LT.NrcTr~j r.O TO r
CALL cAC(wX,ryj(1.))
NCCIJN14=
RA0L0S="Y (lA)

* 1' NCtrLNT=W'~CL"1&j

* CCC INTErC.ATF TF-c Tiv. ! iGOATEE SrErT;L" CN-E XOrc STEP
CO 'ý5 NF:1,21:

TOT C7=T
V'PCT='.
VNE 3.
K:1

00 2,r.' j:2,jr
* ~TOTPCT=TCTF~lT+Y CJ) 4r(VT(J-1J

DPCT=CCCT4rY (j)4FcT (j-j)

CNE~:flE+CY(J) #7
?%lq M%7I~'

I F ( CW ;Lr. NL. r '..c: 0w E P,NFW. G C T C PZ
IF(AF(1-~) ~ (T.,TI,~. ),()r.O IC 6%3~

CC r, 00 TPIc i,,S7r: rF Lt'r" CaLrULLVIZN Cc (E'I/T!F TE",rS APE CLCqE

F0Er'.=l
FREt'=1'
CO TO 7 C

EPLI CCK71f.U
CCr~ NOW C6LCULLW "z~1V6'lVE CF F~jERI IN FV/S~r
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DLA"lz I .tr I ^.erT (Tr..,/Ef,/VvL) *C'-FC'K

IF(l.r--.1.) le="

OLKLAP=ALrr (CL~~M)
SU':zSt'" +Y Y(I ) 74 7ýL P LA*YC(T)

CCC NOW A70 $14;: ir~ CCý:TCPTOLTNr,
Al :ALF~ iC' -' rmuo ITY

IMPLPITV

COCI~)IMryCITY

002 (-)r(?

PPINT ?,X~l tT= (V (I)q71~,j;

PRINT ,NCT1

3 FORtVAT(* TOP')TFCT,EI5.F)
STCF 777
ENr'

4j '

4 THIS SUP;CL;17.: CýLCIJ'.fTrS I'= TCTAL NU"r OF FLECT~rNS IN A
c ELF-rCt~IcTrNT VA~jfj* 4

eCCNfV/"Lk! /-YA:Lc7A

OTtIrNSICK rN(22:)
EN='
K'(= I
ra 5 r T:,

EN F '~ ( I C; K . '-)

RE 70N
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SU~cCtfTTflt NJýif

*THIS SLrrCU~ilý, C6L(CIILATrS Ts-! C F~cTCTEN'ý FCQ ~CCCL(T1~ (C= Lrsr) OF v
* EACH TCNIC 3FECIrS. Ti-C CC-zrICj(I=hTS IýE IN UNI!TS CF Cý**3/SZEC 50 THAT 4

4St'?, CVF jc~ P (~ )Y J /i

* GIVES, TK-- Cc~IVtTIl CF Y(I).

CC lCt./'rLk /Tt,TI,VT ( 14,

'I ~no s,,( ,.
5ýn CrEF(7,j:=

CGc(1I, I~ -7 5 ) Li

"ro 1~ - 12

N=12

CoEr. ,:rr%:

C CE F (.VC. V LA SI .' Vy 2)

N=14

N=15

CCC aDjUST H-: rCU.ý'IT' N1 'CNT!,I'LTThr~ TC Ts'c LCFF CF rAýH SF6CIEq SC T14AT
CCC ICt~S A-: ,CkS:RVcr

K3=1<42 *Reproducdftom~
KK="AX (K20 bes avial

IrC 2(C, .J~kK,.J

?2( CaCON7tPCr
R ET 1,7 K
END
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SIJ a CLT 10,E :5P,a(yY, rc['1

THIS ELF ýCUPC IT CA LC'MLtTEC 'TJ CCWCC qbTr 5Py CACW LIN c A k.fl, TER
* CALLING crrT1-, ;.r'1JzNc TI-_ rCLLC61K(C.,.

CCC(M)=73T !L L'` "LIF TO F~rTATICt-
CCT )LCSS e'"l - . TC . ", vVC

rn4 (4 r)s *L~cc7C Tr 1. w5

* rJC(rl =LOSS FrCl 1.. TO 1.4 KE V

r V0tC6)=Ln~c ePC.A 1.4 In !.8 R~EV

C4I C" -L 1/7- 'TI 4

LCGIC?L %LT-

It'0O0 PIThT(T10) =POW,) *`it (I,!)4XY (1, 1,2)

ATE~c=40 01,, 11 ' 'CL

PINT (11,2)Y1 C EI (±,)V'(114

CCC CflNVcCT EV*Cr/;zS% Tr I-ATTF

ro ;. z

Ir2 CCNT!IKLc
CALL ScCCTP(V,kCL6fTlDRpoucdFo
LASI=NrLd~1-t R dCdfo

4 ~C0CC(I)=.;,rC C'-F'N,' ~CtP1?)C(

- 00~CD(2)='.c~~

DOC (4) .
no F L 14 .l

6 0n~ CDC (4) -r"C () I (cr:^ (Lil) +S'rC CL*1,27)*CiL)

0 CC (5)

QCCC (6)~.~ C

RETUDN

00 > J:I,E
2tCc POC(J)=

ENr
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SU~qCL77h' c~rc1-4(Y ,tJPLAST)

4 CALCULATES TI-: 3V~.U L IC rcfC%,rItAT'IC,, c~c~mTFAýLUNG, iKC THELTNEI~ -- PIL LTM4IT-r' rY Tt-c A~cr'Cc'-ItTc cLAri~cy scECTTU'.

Crt'~t,/L v: Ir -c4C4P~
CC4444/444 R 7/z 5 it (1945 ~ . ',44*5 * V 4 44 4 ; 14 4 5 49!4 4 4 4 4 1 2r4444I4

PC~1 .24r4

XHr IC(1c

SPEC(&,p):r
GPF= 1.
OC IcL:NFI.L
X=ENIEFLý(k r)

Ccc GrT np~ Sc-T; TV w/rV rvTVEN E IN FV
FACT1=X/TF

SF Er(tP 2)=-

XN=7.
CCc r.FT CZ. Akr '"Ew TN %4/EV rIVEN E TN Ell

no 4c..(=,I

IF(cý4T2.C1 . ..) ^C TOL

r L=I

IF(K.LF.I.1) C*C Tr' 4 1.

DEL=K-3 1O

L.N1 COacc xI op,

?4Jr1 ,ON'U\Ua

Cc (F'r 2 e'. ) rC 2,i41

SPC( . 2I (t..' 7) +Y 4) 1N 122, 17-zF ) (

SPE'C (Nr , 2: ('; 2 ) + V ri5Tr~,/:)!P~'

10 ,ý ?= 11

7=170
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CC 2C C -- ,
IF (;tT !L~. .)rC TO ':I.^

FO C Tt ( ' K I Ir ' I CI

e SPEV(TM,2"F

2LOCK CC1%yN~

P~ e P;, T 1!Ir P* 0, *

5* ,*1 L .18,l=P-

CO EG .EtP, *, 1*9 .1 .. a ', .

eln S9.1 , E ~ C. T, 2~~*9~~. 2CI,

R E'C*7 2 I U N r ~ ~ 4rI 1 .,~~rCC,1~
E .r, N 00

CI`~ /ELY I~4 C' 3P C 2V L A F

CAT 4.,3Y 4! . s75, '.1,~ ?.2=,9 24* .7, 2~ t, Z* . .q 82.2

6 Ic1, L.?C, C, 1 7 t
IF O - 4 9 . 4 'A 7 j 1.' . 9 , I L t . 3

5 Elf C , . r 1. , .14 , .- 2 A$ .2, !.1

DA A I 5. 1. ,o 0 2c . 4 'ý r c 1 j ,.4 ' 7.1
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FUNCT!Ck' c(jU)
CCC ICNI7471IC 'r2_FF;T JY A C',//Cr vCF. TrN1I7ATTCK F;CtM ICN L CL:1 MEANS
CCr NELTc.IL,L=.', ~'TJ.S VULLY qT;ICC') , LFVFL M4

IF(L.Lt..JrC TC r

rF(XIcL,-.LF. )GO Tfl

RETUO,

RE7LAN.

CCC PrCC nfýI~TCý rrci:r, T'4 C1l1*/5EC FCC PrCV:-IhATICN. IC ION L, LEVELV
CCC FPCP Tlr r4CLf,- I 'I;L C7 T('N L41

CCo'CK~/CIll'V L~rLC0!):C.)vrc2~2,cF LUqIN
ITEcT:l
GO 7C 17
EN79Y ALF$-ctC

IF(L.6c.!.) ?=L-?

CCC DorC 3-rCZY ;F'ý-hrr L.UOIN
P ~ ' ~:LUriIh

I *EXr (XIC(L.1,l/: IMN+ *FITTF)/VOL LURIN

5Z ALP14='

ENC bes' ___0v__ -0

FUNCTICN X(,,
CCC EXCIT.ITYCK CC9CFCII~tjT p~: Cvml*i:cC Frr rYCITATICh FrCV LS~rL P TC NI

FACT1rY:/TE

RETLRý
!c XX:

ENC

FUNtrT]C.L YY(i.,Nm)
CCr CE-EXCIT'''Ck CC-FYI'ThýT C-k**7/E'zr rG- GE-FYCTTATIrIN FFC0I LFrVL T. Tw

IF(H(L1,0.L'. C -Cr
XE:Ar (Y: (t tl )-XTCL,'-))
IF 0E . C., '

YY:;. /(X qF ',~~ ' cT (1-') *W L,'k)

53 YY='
pr TL Qf
ENO
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CCP'Cf. /-L K-/ CCTC ( 141 , r!:c;,Ac ,ý ICTFC T
fnihtsc1c&, Y(N) OFEC. C'q

ETRiýP.L F CFEC. 4ALCGy'CAL P'-,Cl.CC jFEC. C4c
rAT4 fdMAv/c./ CFEC. 1CA76 LPF/1 . CFvC. .51flATA CiiOFEC...52
XSIG:1. I tCLr1 ii)- *
M=N 

CFEC.'5-IF CILT.l.CQ.y.r.y.t-6x) G- P' 9 Cc;: r rPA=CTS OFC.

r Pf~ r rOF.EC. ^5S
-;y CFEC. C'C'

Nmm h = r x r, I t.CFEC. ';9 0:'cF 
CFEC* 'SS

CF~c.' ,GI
K 2 CrE 'ý , F200 Ic I1,Iqp CFEC. :IF(Y(I,.L:. .3Y(11=-.

CALL F(m,x,y,Ic(,,)) 
CFEC. 6'

E20 PRTKT CrC. c.?0O F 0 r-ýJLcC~P SýT I-IS APG~'..qT rlJT-CF-;4NGc. SFE L:TINGSh1~crc.LE?CALL SYST"-'(2.,,IL )CF~EC, 
*c

ENTPY qTEF nr(' v?7I1- fc XC=Y 
CFECs t72

IF IF -ý' (K- 7) OrP. 7
DC 4c; 1:1,' 

C- OEC. '

51 Kjl=4-KOPC 
7

POr0 r 79 k T14N CFEC. :7

WQ(12) = - r (T ,t OFFC. Z2
6 4 CFEC. 2

DrEC. r'a5CALL 
CF~vCCnOEC. '0 fon) 8e2 I=!,,, 
CEC. r57

Co S 1:,t FEC, '92W Q N (T -;C C(T OPEC* :A
W (I,)=W'(1, 1) 

?)! rI'~ -. ' (,OC. ;q,

5fl YI4)=FCIT,r 
OFEC. 9a5

OF~r..Q
x~xr 4 1-OFEC, 'clCALL 

ý FFC. ZS7P0 1U' ~: 
C. :'S

I *CC ( Z+Z. 1 S 4+Hn PC . s'

y ( I I ICFC( 1 1
K:I -

CF F C .I'
r C L L r ,v , r 

O:, ECC.)
CU CO 11',:. 

OPEC. IKEH CT,ý )=6 "I 1) 
CrFC. 1 *

on 12' J:),t, 
rE.C
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1rY(j)=(,7) CcFr . 14

4 OFEC. 112CALL F,~Y'(,) CFEC. 114

nFý0,. 11c
W1I-1)Y=,I, (I 1) CF C Il

CALL Fi(',X,Y, (i~~OF'EC.11
IF (CrCC!) F-TLC;O OFECe 1ýr

~Oq: J.CFEC. 121P~C 15f T=1" CFEC. 12Z

KI CFFC. 125IF 'R0*Eo0; LT.~ TF (PM4YMA -S UHJ) IF1 CF:1FEC. 12'155 Ki=- OF~CC 127

16C' IF (x.E1 rr- T" Igr C)FEC,,12!
"(10 17. 1=1,t'CFC.I

X~X~CFEC. s I"

Go To 2,,^ OFEC. I-?;

18" C Iqr.,=IOFEC. 214.

I GODHS)=' TC CFcC. I4f

22C K=1'+ OrEC. I142

IF (K2.LT.f) ~TURN OFEC*1142
K~n CFEC. 144

K2=' CFEC.14E
PE2:t CFVC , 14 7
FEl"I~ "'FC. 11#0

\to OFFC.14CS

SL"OFCLTINE IT ALC'7
CALL FLrTCX,x,i4) CLC
ENO CALCOtPP

SU 0 ~UTI~ I ~ >AXVAY)CALCOt'P

REAL VAcl,frl ALOP

MATI=.7CALCCp;
*jql . CALCrCPF

CALL F L C' ...... CALCntrP
CALL rL1~~1..r,)CALCOkP
CALL FLC CALCO'~
CALL FLC'01V,"-Zý . 'r'AY A,2i CALCO1RC
CALL fLT',~.."'CALCOPr
CALL FC(J,.t")CALCOPF
CALL rICH.,., CAL rO)t
RETI ;t CALrcVr
Ek C CALCCur
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Appendix C

Gaunt Factors

The free-free Gaunt factors have been extracted from the graphical

presentation of Karzas and Latter (Ref 6:172-174).

Table V

Free-Free Gaunt Factors

y2 z XH/Te

UEhv/Te 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 10 3

.001 4.25 4.1 3.8 3.25 2.7 2.05

.01 3.0 2.98 2.7 2.25 1.8 1.5

.1 1.9 1.95 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.2

1. .97 1.18 1.29 1.2 1.11 1.05

5. .525 .74 1.08 1.14 1.078 1.037

10. .39 .59 .97 1.13 1.08 1.04

20. .29 .45 .84 1.11 1.09 1.045

30. .24 .38 .76 1.09 1.095 1.05

100. .18 .37 .63 .94 1.15 1.08

200. .14 .22 .53 .8 1.2 1.12

The bound-free Gaunt factors have been integrated over a Maxwellian

energy distribution to eliminate the dependence of gbf on the electron

energy. Karzas and Latter give a table for:

S= gbf[ Ee/Z 2 XH . n (73)

for recombination into the nth shell of an ion.
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Now,

1
dne - exp[ -Ee/Te 3 dEe (74)

Te

but one can define the following parameters:

y2 Z2XR/Te and U Ee/Z 2 XH (75)

such that:

2
dne -- exp[ -Uy 2 ] dEe (76)Z2

XH

From Eq. (75), it may be seen that:

dE = Z2X1 dU (77)

and conseqdently one finds:

dne = y2 exp[ -Uy 2 ] dU (78)

Finally, the bound-free Gaunt factor, averaged over a Maxwellian electron

energy distribution is given by:

<gbf(n,y2)> f gf(n,U) y 2 exp[ -Uy 2 ] dU (79)

0

Equation (79) was integrated numerically to give the results shown

in Table VI on page 77.
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Table VI

Bound-Free Gaunt Factors

_. ... _ _Y2 = Z2XH/T . .... .

n 10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103

1 .6703 .9624 .93121 .88476 .8872 .90033

2 .67896 1.0064 1.0359 .99364 .97936 .98985

3 .6809 1.0174 1.0703 1.0425 1.0189 1.0257

4 .6816 1.0216 1.0858 1.0704 1.0426 1.0457
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